FEATURES & BENEFITS

The Bullnose Wall Plate is a unique cable management solution. Its hinged design provides four distinct configurations for flexible routing of low voltage cables inside the wall—just turn and snap the scoop for your preferred setup.

- Conceals cables inside the wall behind flat panel TV, amplifier, or other audio/video devices
- Hinged scoop allows for flexible routing of low voltage cables into and out of the wall
- Ideal for cables with large A/V connectors
- Conceals up to six cables
- Available in Black, Light Almond

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Color: White
Type: Cable Access Wallplate

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Mounting Hardware Included: Screws

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

UN SPSC: 39121704

DIMENSIONS

Depth (Metric): 45.75 mm
Depth (US): 1.8"
Height (Metric): 114.3 mm
Height (US): 4.5"
Width (Metric): 69.85 mm
Width (US): 2.75 in
Thickness (Metric): 6.35 mm
Thickness (US): .25 in

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The Bullnose Wall Plate is a unique cable management solution. Its hinged design provides four distinct configurations for flexible routing of low voltage cables inside the wall—just turn and snap the scoop for your preferred setup.

- Conceals cables inside the wall behind flat panel TV, amplifier, or other audio/video devices
- Hinged scoop allows for flexible routing of low voltage cables into and out of the wall
- Ideal for cables with large A/V connectors
- Conceals up to six cables
- Available in Black, Light Almond

**Material:** Impact-resistant UV stabilized ABS plastic

**Dimensions**
- Depth (Metric): 45.75 mm
- Depth (US): 1.8"
- Height (Metric): 114.3 mm
- Height (US): 4.5"
- Width (Metric): 69.85 mm
- Width (US): 2.75 in
- Thickness (Metric): 6.35 mm
- Thickness (US): .25 in